Flexible AC transmission system (FACTS)
Introduction
Through the years there has been an increment in the huge amount of power transfers and third party approaches.
Despite the fact, electric power transmission facilities throughout the world are not openly allowed to progress
because of the different environmental, land-use and regulatory pressures that arise. As a result upholds in
transmission, irregular facility usage, and undesirable parallel pathways or loop movements are being experienced.
When there is an increase in power transfer the operating system becomes difficult to manage ultimately becomes
complex. Because of this complexity the control on the system becomes weak and the power transfer can become
insecure in case of huge power movements.

Another issue arising due to this is that complete capacity of the transmission interconnections is not used.
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), a US utility industry dealing in combined research and development arm,
has now decided to fund Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) technology, a solution for the above mentioned
problems.
In FACTS solid state devices are employed to keep in check the transmission systems when there is a hugepower
flow. EPRI along with researchers have invested in FACTS both in terms of its value and capability. Currently FACTS
is focusing mainly on the improvement of transmission potential, figuring diverse ways to control power flow, to
control the voltage and to add to the lower voltage systems’ plus points.

Why FACTS?

Although other technologies compared to FACTS are available in the market such as the Static VAR Compensation
and also used on a large scale. But the idea introduced by FACTs has increased the market for controllers based on
thyristors which will transform the powers system in use.
The benefits of this technology are the ability to control the power flow through transmission routes in addition to the
loading to full thermal potential of thetransmission lines in a secure manner.

FACTS concept
Although FACTS tech offers a lot of benefits but there also arises the need to install new transmission lines or to
simply upgrade the already installed lines whose thermal limits have reached their maximum capacity.

Capacity. This solution also requires adoption when it is evaluated that new lines installation or up-gradation of the
previous ones is the only better option when considering the losses in comparison to the price of FACTS technology.
Inflexibility is considered to be a feature of AC transmission systems and because it follows Ohm’s law it cannot be
made to move through specific paths resulting in parallel pathways and loop movement.
The flow of power from source to load is inversely proportional to the relative impedances of the transmission
pathways. Maximum flow is taken by the low impedance pathways with all the interconnecting lines a part of that
pathway. Hence the services not falling in the interchange power transaction are most likely to be affected.
The basic idea of FACTS is the power flow can be forced along a specific contract path if the apparent impedance of
that specific transmission line is repeatedly varied. FACTS gadgets allows control over the impedance of the
transmission lines and on this basis even after experiencing variations in external AC networks in load levels,
movement of power can be kept constant along a specific path. All this makes it further easy for the system to react
as planned if an emergency arises. The behavior of the uncontrolled power systems can be improved by specifically
designing the FACTS controls for this purpose.
This technology does not offer just one high-power electronic controller but instead a set of controllers which can be
used on a precise power system as and when desired, either individually or in a collective manner.
Thyristors is the main part in FACTS controllers. Parallel technology is being employed to design controllers in order
to achieve a flexible transmission system whose usage will strongly increase due to large production and continuous
advancement in the field of high power electronics. Electric power networks supply the power to a single main

generation and load center and from there a network of interconnection develop in the neighboring system also
transferring power to regional grids distributed along a large area.
Benefits of this technology thus include variety of loads, weather and time fluctuations affecting the peak demand,
making access easier of various generation reserves over a wide geographic area, utilities working on power sharing,
fluctuating fuel price, regulatory alterations and a few other inconsistencies.

Significance of FACTS
The main points include:
1.

Surpassing the reservations of the currently used mechanical control devices. The thyistor controllers used
in it makes the compensation of the reactive power easy. The temporary but energetic strength of the power
system is also enhanced.

2.

Enhanced power control, increment in the potential of the transmission lines up to their thermal limit and to
stop cascading outages is also possible due to FACTS tech.

3.

Series impedance, shunt impedance, fluctuations below appropriate frequency and phase angle are the
three main qualities of FACTS.

The above features are rarely seen in a mechanical device which increases the importance of this system even more.

Benefits
The benefits of this tech include:



Increased power import using the already present transmission lines



Availability of voltage management and dynamically reacting power support



Decreasing requirement of new transmission lines, capacitors and reactors etc.



Improving the stability of system



Better management of power flow that is real and reactive



Decrease likelihood of sub-synchronous resonance issues
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